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Abstract 
Consider a location family which is defined via a Weibull type density 
having shape parameter a = 1. We treat the problem, which portion of the 
order statistics is asymptotically sufficient. It turns out that the intermediate 
order statistics are relevant. 
1 Introduction and notation 
Consider a location family defined via a Lebesgue-density f which is of Weibull 
type, that is, 
f(x) = {xar(x) ,x> 0 
o , x :s 0, 
where the shape parameter a > -1 is known and r is slowly varying at zero assu-
med also to be known. The aim of the present paper is to clarify, which portion 
of the order statistics X 1:n :s ... :s Xn:n of an iid sample Xl, ... ,Xn is asympto-
tically sufficient in the case a = 1. Thereby we restrict ourselves to the case of 
infinite Fisher information which covers all interesting distributions. For instance, 
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the Weibull density 2x exp( _x2 ), x > 0, and the density of the generalized Pareto 
distribution 2x1(o.1)(X) have infinite Fisher information. Under a weak regularity 
condition (see (2) in the next section), Janssen and Mason [8] have shown that 
for the class of Weibull type densities with a = 1 and infinite Fisher information 
the local asymptotic normality (LAN) expansion of the log-likelihood ratios of the 
corresponding densities holds. This result is crucial for our investigations. We 
remark that the case a = 1 with infinite Fisher information was earlier investigated 
by Ibragimovand Has'minskii [5]. They established LAN under stronger regularity 
conditions (we repeat them after the proof of the Theorem), which imply that the 
slowly varying function r is a constant as x L o. 
Before we introduce some further notations and recall some facts concerning 
asymptotic sufficiency in the LAN case, we briefly discuss which portion of the order 
statistics is relevant in the two cases -1 < a < 1 and a > 1. In the non-regular 
case -1 < a < 1 the k( n) lower order statistics are sufficient whenever k( n) tends to 
infinity as n ---+ 00, which was shown by Janssen and Reiss [9] (see also Marohn [10]). 
If a > 1 and the Fisher information is finite, the situation is completely different since 
in this case the location family is L2-differentiable and hence the LAN approximation 
holds: Then a fixed numb et; k of extreme order statistics asymptotically does not 
contain any information on the unknown parameter. This is a consequence of a 
general result of Janssen and Marohn [7], where the role of extreme order statistics in 
general statistical models is studied. In the boundary case a = 1 which has been left 
open, we will see that the following holds: If k1 (n) tends to infinity at a sufficiently 
slow rate and k2 ( n) tends to infinity sufficiently fast then X kdn)+1:n,' .. , X k2 (n):n are 
asymptotically sufficient. Note that from the previous discussion of the LAN case 
we already know the existence of such a sequence k1(n). 
Denote by EpX, VarpX the expectation and the variance of a random element 
X under a probability measure P. The conditional expectation of Y given X w.r.t. 
P is denoted by Ep(YIX). Let E = (0, A, {Pt: t E T}) be a statistical experiment, 
that is, (0, A) is a measurable space and {Pt: t E T} is a family of probability 
measures indexed by some nonempty set T. A critical function or a test for E 
is a A-measurable function C{) : 0 ---+ [0,1]. By F(O, A) we denote the set of 
all critical functions for E. The n-fold product experiment of E is denoted by 
En = (on, An, {Pt : t ET}). 
Let En = (On,An,{Pn,h : h EH}) be a sequence of statistical experiments, 
where H is an Euclidean space. Assume that (En)n is asymptotically normal with 
central sequence (Z,,)n' Then (Zn)n is known to be asymptotically sufficient for 
(En)" in the sense that 
lim! f C{)"dP"h - f Ep.no(C{)"IZn) dPn h! = 0 
n--+oo JOn 'Jon ' , 
for every h E H and every sequence of critical functions C{)n E F( On, An), n E IN, 
which is a consequence of the exponential approximation of (En)n, see Strasser [12), 
Theorem 81.4. Moreover, if (X .. )" is a sequence such that the IT-field generated by 
Xn contains the IT-field generated by Zn, n E IN, then (X .. )n is also asymptotically 
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sufficient (see the proof of Theorem 81.4 in Strasser [12]). Assume, in additi~n, that 
(En)n is equicontinuous, that means, for every h E H and everye > 0 there exists 
a O(e, h) such that IIh l - hll < o(e,h) implies dl(Pn,h,Pn,hJ < e,h l E H, where dl 
denotes the variational distance. Then (Zn)n is asymptotically sufficient for (En)n 
uniformly on compact sets i.e., 
for every compact set K c H and every sequence of critical functions 'Pn E F( nn, An) 
(see Strasser [12], Corollary 81.5). 
2 The Main Result 
Denote by X l :n ~ ... ~ Xn:n the order statistics of the canonical projections Xi : 
IRn -+ IR on the i-th coordinate and denote by Pt the location family with density 
ft{-} = f(· - t), where 
(1) f(x) = xr(x)l(o,oo)(x). 
We require r to be slowly varying at zero. By Karamata's Theorem (see Bingham 
et al. [1], Theorem 1.3.1) r admits in the neighborhood of 0 the representation 
r(x) = cexp (150 b~) dU), 0 < x < 00, 
for some 00 > 0 and some constant c > O. Here, b is a function such that b( u) -+ 0 
as U ! O. In addition it is assumed that f is absolutely continuous on (0,00) such 
that for all 0 > 0 
(2) lOO (J'(x))2 ls f(x) dx < 00. 
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case of infinite Fisher information 
1:= J(J'(x))2 / f(x) dx = 00. Note that 1< 00 if 
{50 r(x) dx < 00. 
lo x 
which follows from the equation f'(x) = (1 - b(x))r(x) A-a.e. In the case 1=00, 
Janssen and Mason [8], Theorem 14.4, showed that under condition (2) the sequence 
of statistical experiments 
is locally asymptotic normal with central sequence 
n 
Zn(XI,""Xn) = -onLJ'(Xi)/f(Xi) 
i=1 
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where the rescaling rate 8n can be chosen according to 
(3) 2( 1 d2 Po, P6n ) = 8n 
and d2 denotes the Hellinger distance. (Formula (14.68) of Theorem 14.4 contains 
a misprint; the limit value in (14.68) must be 1/8 instead of 1). The proof is based 
on the fact that LAN of (En)n is equivalent to the condition 
(4) ~(Po,Pt) 1160 r(x) 2h() --+tlO 1, where h(t) := - -- dx, t t 8 t X 
(see Janssen [6], Theorem 2.3). Note that h is slowly varying at 0 and that h(t) ---+ 00 
as t ! O. In the following we will assume that the condition r( x) ---+ c > 0 as x ! 0 
holds which implies that the Fisher information is infinite. Replacing t by 8n in (4), 
condition (3) implies 
8n '" (cn log n/2tl /2 
(cf. Ibragimov and Has'minskii [5], Section 5 of Chapter 11). The rate 8n lies between 
the rate n-I/(I+a) in the non-regular case (-1 < a < 1), and the rate n- I/2 in the 
regular case (a> 1, finite Fisher information). 
Now we are ready to state our result. 
Theorem. Let f be a density of type (1) and let condition (2) be satisfied. Assume 
that r(x) ---+ c > 0 as x! O. Let kl(n) and k2(n) be sequences of positive integers such 
that kl(n) < k2(n), kl(n) ---+ 00, k2(n)/n ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00. IjlimsuPn-+oo 8nkl (n) < 
00 and liffin-+oo log k2 (n) / log n = 1 then the sequence of intermediate order statistics 
X kdn)+1:n, ... ,Xk2 (n):n is asymptotically sufficient for (En)n uniformly on compact 
sets. 
Examples for sequences ki(n), i = 1,2, which satisfy the condition of the Theo-
rem, are kl(n) = [1/8n], k2(n) = [nan] with an ---+ 0 and log an/log n ---+ 0 (take for 
instance an = l/log n), and k2(n) = [nI-an] with an ---+ 0 and an log n ---+ 00 (take 
for instance an = 1/loglogn), where [] denotes the integer part. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: The aim of the proof is to show the existence of a central 
sequence which is based on X kdn)+1:n,'" ,Xk2 (n):n, where kl(n) and k2(n) satisfy the 
condition of the theorem. This is done by making use of a result of Csorgo et al. 
[3]. Throughout the proof Z denotes a standard normal random variable, F := Fo 
the distribution function of Po, and F-I(q) = inf{t E 1R: F(t) 2: q} the generalized 
inverse of F. 
First, a careful study of the proof of Lemma 14.3 in Janssen and Mason [8] 
shows that the assertion of this lemma remains true if the function x ---+ f'(x)/ f(x) 
is replaced by x ---+ l/x (the assumption r(x) ---+xlo c is not needed here). Hence, the 
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arguments used in the proof of Theorem 14.4 in Janssen and Mason [8] show that 
the central sequence (Zn)n can be replaced by the central sequence 
n 
Zn(XI,'" ,Xn) := -On E((1/Xi) - Epr;(1/Xi)). 
i=1 
Note that Epon(1/X1) = Jr(x)dx < 00. Next we show that a truncated version of 
(Zn)n is central, precisely, 
_ n 1 
Zn - on E ( - X 1 (O,iJ) (Xi) - miJ) = opr;(l) 
i=1 ' 
(5) 
for some f3 > 0, where miJ := Ep.;-((-1/Xd1{o,iJ)(X1)), An application of the 
Tschebyschev inequality yields 
{ nIl } P(; IOn t; ( - X/{iJ,oo)(Xi) + Epr; (Xl 1{iJ,oo)(X1))) I > e: 
< (~nfnVarpr;(~i 1 (iJ,oo)(Xi )) 
(~nfn(ioo r~) dx - (iOO r(x)dxf) -+ 0 
as n -+ 00. Recall that On = o(n-1/2 ). Hence (5) is shown. 
Define 
Then we have 
1 
Y;:n = -X. l{o,iJ)(Xi:n), i = 1, ... ,n. 
t:n 
In the following we denote by G = GiJ the distribution function of Yi. From (5) 
we know that G is in the domain of attraction of the normal law. Hence, applying 
Theorem 1 of Csorg8 et al. [3] we can find sequences An(k(n)) and Cn(k(n)) with 
k(n) -+ 00 and k(n)/n -+ 0 as n -+ 00 such that 
An(k(n)){ n~n) Y;:n _ Cn(k(n))} -+ Z 
i=k{n)+l 
(6) 
under pr;. Moreover, the normalizing constants are explicitely given by 
and 
1-k{n)/n 
Cn(k(n)) = n J G-1(u) du 
k{n)/n 
1 
An(k(n)) = n1/2a(k(n)/n)' 
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where (0 < s < 1/2) 
1-. 1-. 
0-2(S):= J J (min(u, V) - uv)dG-1(u)dG- 1(v) 
• • 
denotes the truncated variance function of G. We choose k(n) := k2(n), where k(n) 
is the sequence defined in (6). Now, for Dn := nm{J - Cn(k2(n)) we obtain 
8n{ kf) li:n - Dn} 
;=kt{n)+l 
n ~~ n 
8n (~)li:n - m{J)) - 8n E li:n - 8n E li:n 
;=1 ;=1 ;=n-k2(n)+1 
The exponential bound for order statistics of iid uniformly distributed random va-
riables on (0,1) (see Reiss [11], Lemma 3.1.1) and the quantile transformtion yield 
P(;{18n t li:nl > c} :5 P(;{Xn- k2 (n)+1:n < ,B} --+n-+oo o. 
;=n-k2 (n)+1 
Similar arguments show 
whenever Hm SUPn-+oo Cn k1 (n) < 00. Combining the above results, we conclude that 
CnO=:~~:~n)+1 li:n - Dn) is central, that means, 
under Po, if cn = o(An(k2(n)). 
Moreover, the sequence (En)n is equicontinuous. This follows from Lemma 2.1 
of Janssen [6], since the sequence (En)n is translation invariant and the limit expe-
riment is continuous. Therefore, to prove the Theorem it remains to show that 
cn = o( An (k2 (n)) is equivalent to liIDn-+oo log k2 (n) / log n = 1. 
We show T(8) I'V 0-2(S) as s 1 0, where 
1-. 
T(S):= J (G-1 (u))2 duo 
• 
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We have explicitely 
{ 
F(-l/y) ,for y < -1/13 
G(y)= F(j3) ,forYE[-l/j3,O) 
1 , for y ~ 0 
and 
G-l(u) = {-l/F-l(U) ,for u E (O,F(j3)] 
o , for u E (F(j3), 1). 
U sing the quanti le transformation and the transformation theorem of integrals we 
obtain for small 8 
1-6 F({3) 
(7) J (G-l(u)?du = J (G-l(u)? du 
G-l(F({3» 
J u2 dG(u) 
G-l(s) 
-1/{3 
= Ju2 dG(u) 
-l/F-l(s) 
2 1 ( 1) u -r - - du 
u3 U 
-1/{3 
J 
-l/F-l(s) 
l/F-l(S) 
= J ~r(~) duo 
1/{3 
Since the integral (7) diverges as 8 t 0 we have lims!O 7( 8) = 00. This, together 
with the fact that G is in the domain of attraction of the normal law, implies 
7(8) '" (72(8), see the proof of Proposition A.2 given in the Appendix of Csorgo et 
al. [2]. An application of the first part of Lemma 1.2.1 of de Haan [4] shows 
l/F-l(S) 
C J ~du 
, 1/{3 
c(log(j3) -log(F-l(8))). 
Combining the above results and taking into account F-l (8) = 81/ 2 L( 8) for some 
slowly varying function L (see Bingham et al. [1], Theorem 1.5.12), we obtain 7(8) '" 
-~log8. From this we conclude that on/An(k2(n)) --+ 0 iff 
(8) 
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The proof is complete. 0 
Remark. The preceding proof shows in particular that also in the case a = 1 
a fixed number of extreme order statistics X1:n, ... ,Xk :n (k fixed) asymptotically 
does not contain any information on the unknown (location) parameter i.e., is not 
asymptotically sufficient. We mention that throughout the proof k1(n) and k2 (n) 
can be replaced by 1 and k, respectively (in particular (6) remains true, see Remark 2 
in Csorg8 et al. [3]). But (8) is violated, since bn '" An(k). 
Under the stronger regularity assumption that f admits in the right neighbor-
hood of 0 the representation 
f(x) = xr(x) = ex + 'IjJ(x), x> 0, 
where 'IjJ(x) := (r(x) - e)x is twice continuously differentiable with 'IjJ(0) = 'IjJ'(0) = 0, 
Ibragimov and Has'minskii (5), Chapter 2, Section 5, showed LAN with central 
sequence 
where bn = (clog n/2)-1/2 and 
An,i = {1/(nl/2Iog1/4n) < Xi <7.1/logn}. 
Note that Theorem 1 of Csorg8 et al. (3), which was an essential tool in our proof, 
is not applicable to ((n)n since the distribution of (l/Xi)lAn,i depends on n. 
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